Memory effects in nematics with quenched disorder.
We present a combined experimental and Monte Carlo study of a nematic phase in the presence of quenched disorder. The turbidity of a nematic liquid crystal embedded in a porous polymer membrane is measured under different applied field conditions for field-cooled and zero-field-cooled samples. We find that a significant permanent alignment of the nematic can be induced by fields as low as 0.1 V/microm applied during the isotropic to nematic transition. An analogous effect and dependence on sample history is found by studying the order parameter of a sprinkled disorder Lebwohl-Lasher spin model, indicating that dilute quenched randomness is sufficient to produce memory effects in nematics. The large memory induced by field cooling appears to be written in the system during the transition as a result of the field action on freely oriented nematic nuclei. At lower temperature the nuclei consolidate into permanent nematic textures developed from the interaction with quenched disorder.